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Nanometer accuracy in many space applications requires that sensors be isolated 
from vibration disturbances by the main spacecraft body. The Rexible Spacecraft 
Simulator (FSS) at the Naval Postgraduate School is designed for testing multiplc control 
system designs. The experimental setup simulates a microgravity environment for a 
flexible structure. A twenty-four state finite eleme.nt model is used to characterize the 
tlexib le appendage. Piezoelectric ceramic wafers bondcd to the structure are the actuator~ 
and sensors. A VisirmServer external infrarcd Cllmerll provides direct feedback of the 
flexible structure's elbow and tip displacements to sub-millimeter accurllcy. A Multiple-
Jnput-:Vfultiple-Output (MIMO) Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) control ler is 
experimentally compared with a Positive Position Feedback/Velocity feedback controller. 
The damping is increased on the order of 82'5% for both control implementations. The 
objective is to minimi;-:c the disturbance oflbe tip of the fle;o;ible structurc. representing the 
rellector support point 
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The rapid advancement of space sensor technology and the requirement for 
nanometer accuracy has created a need Cor minimum vibration noise, high prc(;ision 
mounting platforms in space. The consumer's demand for high resolut ion imagery, large 
spa,!;: struc tures, and precise position ilnd attitude determination has produced a large 
body of advanced research in the field of structura l control. Concurrent to the rapid 
increase in accuracy <l lld resolution of sensor payloads is the need to isolil lc pily[Oilds from 
the disturbum:cs inherent to any spacecraft. 
For these types of applications, smart structures are a promising technology. In 
general, smart structures arc the system clements that sense the dynamic state and change 
Ihe system's structu ra l propl:rties. such as its natural frequencies l1nd damping, to meet 
given performance objl:ctives 
There are severa l types of embedded sensors and actuators which can be used for 
vibration and strw;lural contro l. The embeddcd sensors are piezoelec tric deformation 
sen.~ors , strain gages. and fiber optic sensors. The emhedded actuators arc piczoceramic 
\vafers. e1eetrostrictivc ceramic wafers, piezoceramic polymer fiLm and shape memory 
metal wires. Piezocerarnic sensors have a high strain sensitivity, a low noise baseline, low 
to moderate tempe ratu re sensitivity. and an case of implementation. Piezoceramic 
actuators have high sti ffness. suffic ient stress to (;Ontro l vibrl1tion, good li nearity. 
telllperature insensitivi ty. are easy to implement, and mi nimize power consumption. 
Conventional control methods have worked well in the past. but new design 
methods afe required to obtuin improved perforrn<m(;e and robustness ch4lfacterislics from 
the structural control system in order to satisfy future design specifications. Positive 
position fee dback (PPF) and veloci ty feedback are two provl:n methods of structural 
control thal work well with piezoceramic actuators and sensors. \Vi th a multiplc-input-
multiple-output (MIMO) control system, li nl:ar quadratic con trol methods are a preferred 
choice. 
Linear quadratic control is based on full state feedback. If all the states are not 
known, an observer is inserted inlO the loop to estimate the unknown sta tes. Linear 
quadratic control lers using state estimate feedback arc optimal for the nominal plant 
models but the performance may be far from satisfactory in real li fe due to plant 
uneer1il inties, un modeled plant dynamics, and sensor noise thil t is unaccounted for in the 
sy.<;(cm compensator. Attractive pilssbilml robustness propertics o f fu ll state feedback 
optima l qUildratic designs may disappear with the introduction of a state esti miltor. The 
Linear Quadratic Gaussian methodology provides an integrated freq uency domain and 
state spa(;e approach for design of MIMO control systems. 
fhis work concerns experimental verification ora LQG controller design [Ref. I]. 
The design will be implemented on the NPS Flexible Spa(;ecraft Simulator using two 
piezocerami(; stack actuators and two picz(lCeramic sensors with all external optical 
infrared camera system to providc the feedback to the controller. 
II. SCOPE OF THESIS 
The objective of this research is to damp out tile vibrations of a flexib le antenna 
support strw.:\ure, The flexible spacecraft simulator (FSS) in Ihe Spal:c(;rafl Dynamics and 
Control lahoratory will be used to experimentally verify the data obtained from :Ul 
analytical LQG model [Ref.I ]. Tn addition. an external infrared optical sensor will be 
employed to provide structure position and velocity information to the optimal conlrolli:r. 
The experimental procedure will be to first zero out the bias values of the sensors, 
execute the initial condition procedure, then test the various controller schemes. Tlu: use 
of multiple se nsors and actuators will enable the controller 10 quickly dampen out higher 
order modes of the disturbance. The optimal controller will be compared against a known 
effective control scheml: such as Positive Position Feedback (PPF) with der ivative 
feedback control. 
The format for the work is laid out as follows. I"he Chapters III through V will 
provide the background and theory used to develop the LOG controller, namely optimal 
control theory, finite clement analysis, alld piezoelectric theory. Chapter VI will give a 
description of the VisionServer camera system followed by Chapter VTT which will 
summarize the analytical model design from Reference I. Chapter VTTT will explain the 
experimental setup used for this thesis, Chapter IX will describe the experimental 
procedure and re~u lt s, and Chaptcr X will present conclusions and re(;ommendations 

III. OPTiMAL CO~TROI. THEORY 
A, BACKGROUND 
State-space methods are the cornerstone of modern control theory The essential 
difference between modem control theory and classical control theory is the 
characterization of a process by ditlerenlial equations instead of transfer functions. In the 
modem approach, processes are represented by systems of coupled, first-order differential 
equations_ In principle, there is no limit to the order of the system and in practice the limit 
is the computational cost to pcrform the required calculations reliably 
H. STATE-SPACE REPRESENTATION 
Second-order differential equations can be expressed as a set of simultaneous first-
order equations They are represented in state-variable form as the vector equations 
i =f (x,u) 
y = h(x,u) 
where the input is u, and the output is y 
(3 .1) 
The column vector x is called the state of the system and contains 11 elements for a 
nth-order system_ For mechanical systems, the states usually consist of the positions and 
velocities of the separate bodies_ The vector function f relates the first derivative of the 
state to the state itself and the input u_ Parameters in the function f could be dependent on 
time as well as position and velocity, but by and large, for structural systems the 
parameters can be considered time-invariant. Linear appro"imations wiIJ be used fOf 
nonlinear systems in design <Inri analysis. For the linear case, equ<ltion (3.1) can be written 
x=Ax+llu 
y=Cx+Du (3.2a,b) 
where A is an nxn sy~tem matrix, B is an nXm control matrix, C is an Ixn observer matrix 
and D is an lxm feed-through matrix (direct Iran&m.ission matrix). Under most 
circumstances D is normally 11 null matrix. 
C. TRANSFORMATION OF STATE 
The description of the syste m given by equation (3.2) is not unique. Matrix 
algebra cnablcs a linear transformation of state withou t changing the hasic properties of a 
matrix. Consider a Slate vector z whcrc 
x=Tz (3.3) 
and T is a nonsingular matrix. Substituting equation (3.3) into equation (3.2a), a linear 
tr;msformation of s.tate is performcd 
where 
x=T:i:=ATz+llu 
7:= T -' ATz+ T-' Bu 
7: == ATz+ BTU 
A T = T -1AT 
HT=T'B 
(3.4) 





It is sometimes convenient to transform a phy~i<.:al system model in to its modal 
canonical form, also known a~ the Jordan canonical form. I"his state descript ion 
decouples the coupled first order equat ions into n indl:pl:ndent first-order equations, 
providing that the system matrix is diagonalizable. This description has many adv<lnt<lges. 
It all ows tile characterization of the degree of control authori ty the input has on each 
modc, the observabiJilY of ead l mode, aud the damping ratio of each damped mode. 
D. OPTlMAL CONTROL THEORY 
An effective and widely used <.:ontrol tech nique of linear <.:ontrol systems is the 
opt imal l..i ncnr Quadrati<.: Regul<ltor (LQR) . Provided the full state vector is observable, 
this method <.:an be employed to fit specifi<.: design and performance criteria. A quadratic 
<.:o~ t function is used to minimi7..e the performance index, J. The general for m for the LQR 
(3.6) 
where Q is the state weighting matrix and R is the control weighti ng matrix The 
necessary conditions for the optimal solution are that Q must be symmetric and positive 
semi-definite and R must be syrnmetric and positive definite. The solution to the LQR 
problem results in the optimum full state teedback gain matrix 
K == R-'B'M (3.7) 
where l\tl satsfies the matrix Riccati eqUalion 
-)\1 = j\·IA+A'\-l-:\1BR 'B'M+Q (3.8a) 
For a time-infinite solution. ;\1 is set to zero. The control input is then 
u == - Kx (3. 8b) 
If the full state vector is not available it is necessary to design a state estimator or 
observer. The gener<l l torm of an observer is g iven by 
x == Ax+ Bu + L (y -Cx) (3.9) 
where x is lhe estimnted stale vector and L is the observer gain matrix. The inputs to the 
observer arc the outputs from the plant and the control inputs to the plant 
l1y solving for the optimum ohserver gain, L, the ohserver is known as a Kalman 
fil ter The general form of the dynamir.al equations used in Kalnwn filter synthl:sis arc 
Xcc Ax+Hu+Fv 
y=Cx+Du+w (3.10) 
\vhere F is the plant uncertainty matrix, IV is the state noise vector. and v is the sensor 
noise Vl:ctor. Both)., and w me r.onsidcrerl to be white noise processes, White noise 
processes have the property or having a zero mean, This assumption doe~ not al\vays hold 
true in the real world but it simplifies the analysis considerably. The solution for the 
optimal observer gain is given by probability theory. The Kalman observer gain, i., is 
given by 
L = PC'W-' 
where P is taken from 
P = AP+PA' - rC'w-cp~ FVF' 
rhe process noi,e covarianre matrices V and \" il.l"e given by 
E(v(tlv'(t)} = V(I)0(t- 1) 
F("(t)w'(t)} = X(t)i\(t -1) 




X(t) is the system cruss-covariance matrix and is a function of the correlation of sensor 
noise to plant noise and under most circumstances is considered zero. The symbol E[ I 
denotes mathematical expectation. which is the average computed in the probabilistic 
E. CONTROLLABILITY AND OBSERVABlLITY 
Controllability indicates the extent that the states are controllable via the control 
mJtriX,8. Ohservability indicates the number of statcs tbat are observable via the scnsors. 
They are two mutually independent functions of the system plant matrix, control matrix 
and the observer matrix. One simple tes t for controllability and observability is to form 
the controllability matrix (Me) and thc observability mmrix ([\'10). If each mmrix is of full 
rank the states arc independent of one another and can be controlled or observed. The 
degree of controllability or observabi lity cannot be determined from this test. Converting 
the system to Jordan canonical form, however, will help indicme the relativc control 
alllhority to the ind ividual modal states and also the relative ohscrvability for eacb modal 
state. All demcnt with a VJluc of zero indicates that it is detached from the controller or 
sensor and the larger the ekmmt's absolllle value the more controllable or observable a 
sta te is in relation to other modes. 
The following are the equ<ltions for the respective mJtrices: 
(3. 14) 
A complete treatment is given in scvcral tcxtbooks, such as [Refs. 2,3]. These 
conccpts will playa fundamental rok in the design of the control systcm for the flexible 
structure. The whole concept of control design is a compromise between accuracy. 
complcxity, and robustness. In particular, as this thesis will show, a very accuratc model 
of the system might not only he too complex, hut also mighT be bOllnd to be uncontrollahle 
or unobservable. This is becausc an exact model is likely to contain a number of Slales, 
i.e. modes. which are hard to completely control with the given input signals. Likewise 
these same states might not he ew;ily observable. When this is the case, the designer 
would look for a simpler model where all the states are controllable and observable, and 
thc effect of the neglected states wil] be within the noise level. For this problem the 
controllability and ohscrvability matrices give a clcar indication on the characteristics of 
the mode l 

IV. PIEZOELECTRIC THEORY 
A. ~ISTORY 01<' NEZOELECTRlCITY 
Piezoelectricity is a phenomenon that describes certain materials that generate 
electricity when a mechanical slress is applied, This is known as the direct effect 
Conversely, when an electric field is applied to them a mechanical stress is generated 
Piezoelectricity occurs naturally in ~omc crystalline materials and can be induced in other 
polycrystalline materials through a process known as "poling". The material's crystal 
lattice structure may be poled hy the application of a large electric field, usually at high 
temperature (see Figure 4, I). [Ref. 4] 
Figure 4.1. [Ref. 4] Crystalline Lattice Structures 
Suhsequent application of an electric field will produce additivc strains locally 
which translate into a global strain for the material. The direct piezoelectric effect has 
been used for a long time in sensors such as accelerometers. Use of the converse effect 
has been restricted 10 uhrasonic transducers until recently. Barium titanate, dis(;overed in 
the 1940s, was the first widely used piezoceramic. Lead zirconate titanate (PZT), 
discovcred in 1954 [Ref. 5J, has now largely superseded barium titanate because of its 
stronger piezoelectric effects. Only recently have researchers in the area of structural 
control taken notice of the vely (ksirable features of piezoelectric actuators and have 
started using them for many stru(;tural control applications. PielOceramks are compact, 
have a very goorl frequency response, and can be easily incorporated into strueturul 
systems. Actuation strains on the order of 1000 Ils tra in have been reported for PZT 
material. Strains are non-dimensional ratios of the change in length to the original length 
for a given impetus. Within the linear range piezocerarnics produce strains that are 
proportional to the applied electric field/voltage . These features make them very 
attractive for structural control applications. 
There are several methods to model the constitutive behavior of piezoelectric 
materials. The most popular is the macromcchanical approach. it provides the relationship 
between the electrical and mechanical effects in a manner that can be incorporated into 
typi(;al isotropic or orthotropic structlJral materials. for linear piezoelectric materials, the 
interuetion between the eleclrical and mechanical variables can he descrihed hy linear 
relations of the form 
s, '" S;:T, +d~,E", 
D", =dmiT. +c~IEI (4.1) 
The mcchanical variables are the stress T and thc strain S, and the electrical variables are 
thc electric field E and the electric displacement D; s is the compliall(;e, d is the 
piezoelectric constant and £ is the permittivity. The first equation describes the converse 
piezoelectric effect and the second cquation rlescribcs the direct effect. The stress and 
strain arc scconrl order tensors, while the electric field and electric displaccmcnt are firs t 
order. 
Figure 4.2 shows the typi(;a! coordinate systcm uscd to represent a poled 
piezoele(;tric. The 3-axis is in the direction of the initial polarization. 
The I and 2-axes are arbitfilry in the planc perpendicular to the poling dircction. The 1 
and Z-axes are arbitrary because a poled piczoelectric is transversely isotropic in the 1-2 
plane. The equations abovc written explicitly in matrix form are 
s, s~, Sf, sf., 0 0 0 0 0 d" 1, 
s, sf. sf, sf, 0 0 0 0 0 d" T, 
S, sf, s~} , ~, 0 0 0 0 0 dB T, 
S. 0 0 "~' 0 0 0 d" 0 T. 
S, ~ 0 0 0 0 " ~' 0 d" 0 0 T, 
S, 0 0 5~6 0 0 0 T, 
D, 0 0 0 d" 0 ,r 0 0 E, 
0, 0 0 0 d" 0 0 0 <f 0 E, 
D, d" d" d" 0 0 0 0 0 d E, 
(4.2) 
Where S, through SJ are the normal strains, S. through S6 are the shear strains, T, 
through T, a re the normal stre~ses, T. through To afC the shear s\n:sses, 0, through DJ 
arc the electric displacements and E, through E] flfC the electric fields associated wilh the 
given coordinate system. 
The piezodectric constants that are of most interes t from a structural standpoint 
arc the d constants. These constants relatc the strain developed in the material to tIle 
applied electric field; obviously, the highest value of the&: constants is desirable. The d J) 
constant relate s the stra in in Ihl;.': 3-dircction to the f,eld in the 3-dircction.; sim ilarly, Ihe d31 
relates the strain in the I -direction to thc electric Held in the 3-direction, The electric field 
is voltage applied across the piezoelectric divided by its th ickness, It is important to point 
out that Ilsually d n is positive and till is negative, This means that a posilive field (i,c" a 
field applied in the poling direction) wi ll produce a posi tive mechanical strain in the 3-
direction and a neg~ ti ve st rain in Ihe I-di rection 
l'hcre are many applications for the use of PZT actuators and [hey can be div idcd 
into two genenll categorics : linear actuators and actuators uscd for structura l control 
applications. In the first category. PZT actuators arranged in the form of stach are used 
in a fashion similar 10 shakers Ot" conventional hydraulic or electrical actuators. Due to the 
fw.:1 that the stroke is severdy limited, in ~talic applications they are used only for 
micropositioning work. In structural control applications, the actuators Me typically 
emhedded or bonded to the surfaces of Ihe structure and apply localized strains that can be 
lIsed directly to control structural deformations A typical arrangement is shown in 
Figure <1.3; the two actuators are on the upper and lower surfaces of the structure and are 
actuated out of phase (the upper expands and the lower o:.:ontrads). which creates a 
moment on the structure. [Ref. 41 
+ 
-~~!1' 
Figure 4.3.-[R~f.41-Piezoce,·amic Actuator Pair 
In tile remainder of this chapter we will apply piezoceramic actualors and ~ensors as 
,tructural control clements. 
B. FLExmLE SPACECRAFT SThtULATOR l'1EZOCERAMIC 
ACTUATORS AND SENSORS 
Piezoceramie sensors and actuators are located on the flexible appendage as shown 
in Figure 4.4. The pieLoceramic wafers are bonded to the surface of the flexible arm and 
the voltage developed from the sensors is fed to the actuators by way of tht designtd 
control system. 
Figure 4.4. l'ie7.oceramic Actuators and Sensors Mounted on the }'SS Flexible Beam 
Figure 4.5 illustrates the orientation of a piezoceramic wafer on an arm and tht: alignment 
of its axis that describes the electro-mechanical relationships 
flit: pie:lOceramic wafers in a sensory mode produce a charge between their 
ekctrodt:s that is directly proportional to the lateral strains. Il is given by 
(4.3) 
where A is the lateral area oflhe piezoceramic wafer, E is Young's modulus of the wafer, 
d31 is thc latcral charge coefficient, and EI and L1 are the strain values in the laterul 
directions respectively . The capacitance for a picloceramic wafer as shown in Figure 4.5 
isgivcn by 
(4.4) 
where D is the dielectric constant of the piezoceramie and I is the thickness of the wafer. 
The voltage V produced by a sensor undcr strain is givcn by 
(4.5) 
When using piezoceramic wafers as actuators, the attachlncnt geometry is similar to the 
sensor geometry shown in Figure 4.5. The control voltage, e" is applied to the wafers 
and the lateral strain that is developed can act to control the bending of the beam. The 





Care mllst be taken nOI to induce a strong electric field that is opposed \0 the 
piezoceramic's poling direction as that call damage the material by depolarizing it. Typical 
fie ld limits by most materials are between 500 and 1000 volts/mm. 
v. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
A. BACKGROUND 
The need for characterization of complex structures and the advent of the modern 
day computer ha~ given rise to a method of analysis known as the finite clement method 
The idea behind the finite clement method is to provide a formulation which can exploit 
digital computer automation for the analy.~is ofirrcgular systems. To this end, the method 
regards a complex structure as an assemblage of finite elements, each of which is pan of a 
continuous structural member. By requiring that displacements be compatible and internal 
forces be balanced at points shared by elements, known as nodes, the entire structure is 
compelled to act as onc entity. 
The finite element method of analysis, while considering a continuous structure, is 
a discretization problem. It expresses the displacements of the continuous structure in 
tenns of a finite number of displacements at the nodal points multiplied by interpolation 
functions. The advantage of the finite element method over any other method is that 
system equation.~ can be derived by first deriving the equations for a single clement and 
then assembling them by using constraint conditions. The displacentent at any point inside 
the element is obtained by means of interpolation, where the interpolation functions are 
generally low-degree polynomials and are identical for every element. [Ref 6] 
B. ELEMENT STu<FNESS MATRIX 
Meirovitch [Ref. 6, pp. 303-304] uses the direct method for derivation of the 
elemental stiffness matrix. The stiffness matrix relates a displacement vector to a force 
vector. Using the element in Figure 5. I, for uniform bending stiffness, the differential 
equation for the displacement w(x) is 
EJ d~~X) = O O<x<h (51) 
where E is Young's modulus for the material and J is the area moment of inertia for the 
beam cross-section. 
Figure 5,1, Beam Element for Finite Element Model 
By integrating four times, we have the elemental displacement at any point 
(5.2) 
with ('I through C4 as the constants of integration, determined from the boundary 
conditions 
weD) 0- w, dw(x)1 0 e 
dx ._0 ] dw(X)1 00 dx ,.. ' (5.3) 
WI and W2 are the nodal displacements and (}" and fh. are the nodal rotations at the 
endpoints of the element. By solving equation (5.2) into (5.3) the wrresponding 
constants of integration are solved as 
6 
c, = J;l(2wl +h6l - 2wl + h~) 
(5.4) 
Hence, introducing equat ion (S.4) into (5 .2), the expression for the bending displacement 
is detennined to be 
W(X)OH~' +~~} +[~ -~fJ' +(~}q 
+[ {fJ' -~fJ}+(~; +m}~ (5.5) 
The bending displacement is related to the inter-element nodal forces /I./J,j3, and / 4 as 
foHows 
EI""'i'lI o f 
dx ) 1 ..... 0 1 
d 1w(x) 
E/~ ••• o-J, 
Combining equations (5 .6) and (5.5) yields 
Eld ' W(X) 1 o-J 
dx 1 ~.O 1 
d'W(x)1 EI~~ .. =f. 
(5.6) 
/, = % (12w, +6hO, - l 2w, +6118,) 
/1 '" 11(6W, -t-4h8, - 6w2 + 21181 ) 
/ J ",%(- 12W1 -6h8, + l2w2 -6h0.) 
j, " %(6W, +2h8, -6w, +4h8, ) 
This can be written in matrix form as 
where the nodal displacement vector and the nodal force vector are given by 
and the element stiffness matrix is given by 
[k) "-' ~l ~~ 4~1. 
III - 12 -611 12 
6h 2hl -6h 
- 12 
-6h 





Equation (5.5) can be written as a function of the nodal displacements and 
interpolation functions, L(x) 
w(x) '" L,(x)w] + l"l(X)hO, -.- L](X)W , + /,.(x)hB, (5.11) 
where 
I,(x)+(ff -2(fr] 
1.(X) =[-(fJ' +(fl'j 
Equations (5, II) and (5, 12) can be expressed in matrix form 
w(x,l) = (L(x)}' (X(I)} 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
with {L(x)} as a four-dimensional vector of the interpolation fu nctions and {x(t}) a four-
dimensional vector of nodal di~placements . The element kinetic energy has the form 
I I, [8'W(X,t)]' T T(t) = '2iom(x) -01-'- dx=t{w(t)} [m]{w(t)} (5.14) 
where the 4x4 mass matrix is given by 
(5.15) 
inserting the interpolation functions vco;,1or, equation (5.12), into equation (5 .] 5) 
and integrating over the clement length, the elemental mass matrix becomes 
ll56 mh 2211 
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- 2211 4112 
D. ASSEMBLING THE GLOBAL MASS AND STIFFNESS MATRICES 
INTO THE COMPLETE SYSTEM 
(516) 
The next step is to assemble each element's mass and stiffness matrices inlo the 
global system mass matrix and the global system stiffness matrix, respectively_ The 
assembling procedure is an algebraic process of summing the overlapping element 
matrices Consider the 4)(4 element matrix partitioned into a 2x2 matrix of 2x2 sub-
matrices 
[m' m' ] [m' ] = ," , " (5.17) 
m " III 22 
The global system matrix is required to be symmetric and is constructed by adding the 
element matrices along the diagonal 
(518) 
For example, with three clements this matrix becomes l m" ml~ n:~, 'l [M[ = "r m_n ' +m,,' ml1' 1111 ,' m21 ' +m,. J 
m, 
(5. 19) 
{"he method is the same for both the stiffness and the mass matrices. Tn order to 
satisfy the boundary conditions for a fixed-free system, the displacement and rotation at 
the root of the flexible appendage must be zero. This condition is satisfied by eliminating 
the first and second rows and the first and second columns from both the global mass and 
stiffness matrices, respectively 
K PIEZOELECTRIC FI.t'IJlTE ELEMENT MODELING 
r he piezoceramic elements used in the structure must be incorporated into the 
finite element model. The basic equations for both piezoceramic actuators and sensors are 
the same as for ordinary structural elements discussed in the previous section. There is a 
need to compensate for the piezoceramic displacement from the center of the beam and 
Figure 5.2 illustrates this concepl In addition, the electro-mechanical relationships must 
be taken into account for implementation into an analytical model suitable for control 
design 
Figure 5.2. Piezoceramic Element Placement un Beam 
From equation (4 .1) the general relationship for the electro-mechanical coupling is 
given by 
(5.20) 
Using the fact that the elastic constant for piezoccramic material, S, is the inverse of its 
Young's modulus, Ep , this equation can be written as 
{D'} J e; -d,,'E, d"E'l{~'} 
r, l -d"E, E, 5, (5.21) 
The next step is to set up the equation for the elemental potential energy, II 
(5.22) 
where the two tenns in the integral represent mechanical energy (T[5't) and electrical 
enerh,), (D~») Using wp as the width of the piezoceramic wafer, this equation can be 
rewritten as 
(5.23) 
The strain, SJ, can be written using small angle displacement theory as 
(5 .24) 
suhstituting equation (5 .21) into equation (5 .23) 
(5.25) 
then, using equation (5. 24) 
-U=-w,j J (c, -d" ",)', 1 ".,' [' , .  
2 0' (5.26) 
Rewriting equation (5. J 3) in terms of a summation 
(5.27) 
where <1> is the vector ofintcrpo]ation functions or "modcshapes" and q is the nodal vector 
from equation (5,9a). Inserting tllis equation along with the interpolation functions, 
equation (5,12), the general form of the energy equation is 
(5.28) 
where 
Substituting the interpolation functions from equation (5 .12) into the b vector, we get 
hj =0 
b2 =-dJ1E,W p((+-i) 
b, = 0 
(529) 
b. =dl1EpWp((+-f) 
and into the piezoccramic elemental stiffness matrix, [k p] 
12 6 12 6 
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If = 1"ipEp(t;" +('? +-t) 
The piezoceramic elemental mass matrix is derived in the same fashion as an 
ordinary structural element with the exception thm the piezoceramic material linear mass 
density he llsed instead of the ordinary material density of the structure 10 which it is 
bonded 
For structural clements that have piezoccramic material bonded to them, their 
respective mass and stiffness matrices arc given by the simple addition of the beam 
elemental matrices and the piewccramic elemental matrices which are then assembled into 
global mass and stiffness matrices as in the previous section 
(5.31) 

VI. VISIO~SERVER CAMERA SYSTEM 
The Vi.\'ionServer camera system is a complete hardware and software system 
designed to meet vision system needs ~uch as real-time control (lppiications. The system 
locates and tracks passive or active targets and OUlputs selected data via a digital-LO-
analog convener and network interface 
Groups of targets can be identified and tracked as individual objects or as bodies. 
Three targets make up a body and the VisiunServer can output a body's x,y, and e values 
in addition to their rates of change. For a point target, a single LED is used and the 
system can output x and y lransbtional data only 
The VisiOll5crver system is capable of high-speed planer posit ion and orientation 
measurement of multiple moving objects with sub-pixel resolution on the order of 1120'" of 
a pixel, which for this setup translates to 0.5 nun accuracy. Under optimal conditions, 
with an accurate calibration, the system can provide accuracy down to 0. 1 mm. The 
system is also capable of satisfying both real-time modules (VxWorks) and supervisory 
modu les (UNIX ) concurrently. Some of the basic features include: 
60 H7: sampling rate fur real-time tracking of multiple objects 
Very hi gh resolution (4000:1 or better) 
Optional velocity estimates for all ouje(;ts 
The VisionServer hardware consists of a Pulnix TM-440X (COR) charged 
(;lllJpled device (CCO) as the sensor, a dedicated Motorola MC68030 microprocessor as 
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the target ardute!,;ture, and a Sun SPARC-20 workstation as the hostJsupervisor 
archite!,;ture 
The CCD !';amera has an 8nun lens whose viewing angle is approximately 38 
degrees and connects diredly to the target machine. The camera is capable of sensing 
either infrared LEDs or reflective tape with spot lighting. The camera must be calibrated 
for the specific type of light source in order to maintain sub-pixel resolution. The 
perfonnance tradeoff for the CCD is its height above the plane on which it is measuring 
the moving objects. As the distance increases, coverage area increases but resolution 
decreases 
The target architecture is a Heurikon V3D YME-based processor board that has a 
dedicated Motorola MC68030 microprocessor onboard The operating system is 
VrWorks, a real-time application-specific operating system. The system processes the 
digital data from the CCD and converts the signal to a twelve-bit valuc. The value is then 
sent to the Xylog XV},t(E-SOS J6-channel digital-to-analog (D/A) COllverter card where it 
is quantized and output as a voltage to the AC-JOO analog-to-digital (NO) converter. 
The output voltage from the D/A card is limited to ±IO volts. The sampling rate is fixed 
at 60 Hz which limits the experimental sampling rate to 30 liz to avoid aliasing problems 
The host archi tecture is a Sun SPARC-20 workstation operating SunOS 4.1.3 
(Ul'\'lX) as its operating system. The host ma!';rune contains all the required files and 
executable code for the target processor, and is connected to the target processor via an 
internet network adapkr card. The host machine also contains two supervisory programs 
to allow user interface with the VisivlIServer camera system: StethoScope, a real-time 
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graphical monitoring and data collcction utility. and Contro/Sheil . an ohject-oriented 
framework for thc real-time sySlem software. 
StethoScope is a real-time graphical monitoring and analysis tool that runs in the 
Sun OpenWindows envirunment. II allows examination and analysis of the real-time 
application whilt: it is fun ning. Its powerful multi-window environment enables thc u~r 
to select specifJc variables to observe and collect. The data collection uti lily alluws the 
user to interface with Matlab or 1'1/\ TRIXx and sav!;.': wHectcd samples in either format. 
The ControlSheil provides a series of execution and data int!;.':rchange mechanisms 
lhat form a framework for building real ·-tim!;.': applicat ions. The shcll is the primary user 
interface with the VisiollSen'a system. It allows configuration and cali bration of the 
VisiollSava system software to fit the user's ne!;.':ds. Appcndh A contains files necessary 
to configure the VisionServer system. Figure 6.1 shows the block diagram fur the 
hardware setup used for the experimental portion of this thesis. 
ceD 
Figure 6.1. VisiQIlServer Experimental Setup 
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VII. ANALYTICAL MODEL 
A. }'L'o'TTE ELEMENT MODEL 
The flexible appendage is modeled using the finite element method (FEM) 
Initially, a twelve element model was used to characterize the system. The twelve element 
model cxperiem;cd controllability and observability problems and the order of the model 
was reduced to a six element modeL Thi~ process is explained in detail in Chapter TTT, 
Section E. The theory in Chapter V is used to create the model shown in Figure 7.1 
Elements 1 and 4 are the piezoceramic actuator clements, elements 2 and 5 are the 
piezoceramic sensor clements, and the VisionServer tracks the Elbow and Tip, both 




1 & 4 0,07 m 
2 & 5 0.03 m 
3 & 6 0.G3 m 
Figurc 7.1. Finite Element Model of the FSS Flexible Appcndage 
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Incorporating the piezoelectric theory from Chapter TV into the finite clement 
model, the ~ystem state-space matrices (A,B,C, and D) were detennined [Ref. I] 
Appendix D contains the ~atlab program (fcm,m) used to characterize the system along 
with the respective system matrices. Table 7.1 gives the material properties and 
parameters for the finite element model used. 
7075 T-G Aluminum Beam 
Quantity Description Units Value 
I, Deam thickness 1.5875xI0·) 
w, Beam width meters 0.0254 
p, Deam density kglm' 2800 
E, Young's Modulus Nlm' 1.029xlO' 
NaV>'-TYP.1I PZT 
Quantity Descri tion Units Value 
d" Lateral strain coefficient mlV or CoullN 1.8x lO·IO 
E, Young's Modulus Nlm' 6.3xlO'o 
Poisson 's ratio N/A 0.35 
D Absolute pennittivity Faradlm or N.¥ 1.5xlO-' 
TlIble 7.1. Model matenal propertIes 
Using the material properties from Table 7.1 the finite element model produced 
twelve natural modes of vibration. Table 7.2 gives the values for the natural frequencies 
and Figures 7.2 and 7.3 give the modeshapes for the first two modes, These two modes 
are the primary carriers of energy for the structure and it is they that the compensator will 
be designed to actively control. Appendix C contains the complete set of modeshapes as 












12 5343 .0 
Tahle 7.2. Finite Element Model Natural Frcqucncies 
The number of frequencies and modcshapes generally considered accurate from a 
finite element model is equal 10 half" Ihe number of clements used. In this case, ~ix 
elements arc used lind thus the first three modes are considercd sufficiently accurate. 
Using an elementary experimental m(xlal procedure, the first three modes of vibration 
were determined to he 0.2X8 Hz , 0.877 Hz, and 9.82 Hz, respectively. This indicates 
pcr(;entage errors for the fi rst three modes of2.7%, 0.72%, and 13.1 % each. 
Si nce we are concerned with only the first TWO modes, this model should suffice 
for the design of the expe ri mental controller. 
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Figure 7.2. Modeshape for first mode Figure 7.3. Modcshape for second mode 
B. SlMULATlO~ RESULTS 




The system matrix, A, is a high fidelity twenty-four state mudd with inCOfj:H)r;lted 
structural damping approximating the a(;tuai FSS flexible arm assembly. The (;Qntroi 
matrix, B, based on equntion (5,29) has two independent actuators and is a 24x2 matrix 
rhc scnsor matrix, C, is a 6x24 matrix that contains two pie7.oceramic sensor output, and 
four output.s from an optical infrared VisirmServer camera system. Thc piczoceramic 
outputs are governed by equntion (5.29), The VisionScnJer measures the displacements 
and rotations of the elba\\. and tip assemblies individually and outputs those four states 
directly. 
The values of Q\, the output weighting matrix, and R, the control weighting 
matrix, were determined from simulation [Ref. I J as 
4() 
100 0 0 0 0 
o 100 0 0 0 
o 1 0 0 
OJ' '" 0 0 0 1 0 [·0' 0] R", 0 0.1 (7.2) 
0009000 0 
o 0 0 0 0 90(()(() 
where the sensor oulpul vector, y, contains the piezoceramic sensors as the first two 
elements (volts) and four VisionServer outputs (elbow displacement, elbow rotation, tip 
displacement, and tip rotation) as the last four elements (meters and radians, respectively) 
of the output vector. The two control inputs (volts) are the base actllator and the elbow 
actuator, respectively. 
These values kept the control inputs within their limitations of ±150 volts, the 
sensors within their limitations of ±1O volts, rrunilllized the steady state error. and met a 20 
second settling time constraint. Figure 7.4 illustrates the simulation results for a Iypicaltip 
rotat ional displacement in the time domain, it is represcntative of all simulation sensor data 
observed. The upper graph is the open-llX)p response to a disturbance and the bottom is 
the LQR controller response to the sallie disturbance. 
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Figure 7.4. Tip Rotational Displacement Initial Condition Response 
For Ihe Kalman fi lter design, the plant uncertainty matrix. F, is the identity matrix 
and the model uncertainty (\\') is approximated at 5%. The sensor process-noise is taken 
as thc squares of component rms noise values (V matrix diagonal elements) from 
documentation and previous research 
0.0001 
o (lO()OI 
o 0,00025 0 (7.3) 
o 0.002 
o 0.00025 0 
o 0.001 
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t\ method for determining the performance of the LQG cont rolle r is 10 measure the 
damping effectiveness for the system. One method for determining the damping fro m data 





with S being the damping ratio, 1/ the number of cycles between measurements, A, and Ar 
the initial and final amplitudes, respect ively. In order to determine damping. we need to 
excite one mode at 1'1 lime. In general, we were able to excite independently only the first 
two modes. T he damping coefficients for the first two modes wcrc determined by 
s imu lated excitation of those modes. The resu lts using the log decrement nlcthod were 
12% [Ref. [1 . Recall ing the originil! darnping wlio of 0.4% an increase in dampi ng on 
the order of 29 t ime~ or 2 ,900% was obtained 
Thi~ model was dis(;retized us ing a Tustin tr;'lIlsformation and the values of the 
system matrices were insened into the System Build digital controller design on the 




VIII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
A. OVERVIEW 
The Spacecraft Dynamics and Control Laboratory Flexible Spacecraft Simulator 
(FSS) simulates attitude motion about the pitch axis of a spacecraft. As shown in Figures 
8,] and 8.2 it consists ofa single degree-of-freedom rigid central body, representing the 
spacecraft central body, and a multiple degree-of-freedom flexible appendage, representing 
an antenna reflector with a flexible support structure. 
Figure 8.1. NPS Flexihle Spacecraft Simul::ator (FSS) 
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Figure 8.2. NPS FSS Flexible Arm Assembly 
Piezoceramic sensors and actuators arc used to provide active damping to the 
f1exihle support structure. The f1cx ible appendage has two stacked piezoceramic pairs as 
sensor/actuators . The first pair is located at thc bilse of the arm assembly as shown in 
Figure 8.3 and thl~ second is located III the base of the forearm near the structure's elbow 
as in Figure 8.4 
Figure S.3. Uase Sensor/Ac.tuator Pair 
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Figure H.4. Elbow Sensor/Actuator Pair 
An overhead infrared camera ~y~telll i~ used as a ~ensor to track designated targets 
and output their values to rhe AC-lOO real-time control system Figure fl.S shows rhe 
camera mount for the l/isionServer system. 
Figure 8.5. Vjsil)nSI~rv/~r Camera (CCD) 
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The VisiollServer tracks two groups of three LEDs mounted on the Elbow and 
Tip_ Figuft:s 8.6 and 8.7 arc descriptive of the LED layout for The Elbow <lnd Tip bodies. 
Figure 8.6. Elbow LED Layout Figure 8.7. Tip LED Layout 
The entire system is floated on air pads over a finely ground granite table 10 
simulate a mierogravity environmenl. The central body has TwO thrusters and a 
momentum wheel as its actuators. For this experimental verification of a LQG controller, 
the main body will be fixed to The table ~md The flexible appendage will be floated <lnd 
allowed to vibrate freely. ant! there will be no mass intensifiers on the structure. All 
distu rbances will be created by the software controller in Systt:m Build. Figure 8.8 gives 
an overall view o f the V AXstation 3100 and the AC-IOO Real-Time Controller. 
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Figure 8.8. Control Workstation Setup rOT FSS Experiment 
8. AC·l00 REAL-TIME CO~TROLLER SETUP 
The AC-1OO real -t ime controlle r is manufactured by Integrated Systems, Inc It 
consists of a host machine [liid the rcaJ-t ime control processor. The host machine is 11 
VAX slation :1100 thaI is connected via an illlcrnct adapter to the real-time control 
processor. an Intel 80386 microprocessor. Figure 6.1 shows the block diagram of the 
hardware connectivi ty for this experiment. 
The AC- lOO processor is connected to the experimental apparatus via two AID 
converters for the sensor inputs and one O/A COllverter for the a(;tuator outputs. All D/A 
and ND devices are limited 10 ± IO volts as inputs and outputs. 
The first ,VD receives data from the two pie"wccramic sensors mounted on each 
beam of the tlexible arm st ructure. The connection~ are si ngle-ended connections due to 
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restrictions on hardware functionality. This condition wi\l introduce nobe into the system 
and must be accounted for in the Kalman estimator 
The second AID card has the VisionServer inputs, namely the elbow's 
displacement and rotation, and the tip's displacement and rotation from their respective 
rest positions_ These inputs are also single.ended connections 
The one DI A card connects the digital controller to the two stacked piezoceramic 
actuators on the structure through a high voltage charge amplifier unit with a calibrated 
gain of ·15 . The output signals from the D/A card art~ limited to ±10 volts which 
correspond to a charge amplifier output of±150 volts. This voltage is sufficient to actuate 
the piezoceramics without running the danger of de-poling them 
The digital control system was implemented using MATR1Xx, its graphical design 
tool System Build, and the AC· lOO control software Real·Time Monitor (RTMONIT) A 
block diagram of the complete LQG control system is given in Figure 8.9 
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Figure 8.9. System Build Block Diagram For Experimental Controller Verification 
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The System Build block diagram is transfonned to a real-time file (RTF) fonnat, 
compiled and linked by the C-compiler then uploaded to the AC-IOO processor for 
execution 
C. VTSTONSERVER SETUP 
The CCU video camera is mounted 1.9 meters above the granite table assembly. It 
is connected to the 68030 microprocessor running a real-time operating system, VxH'orb 
The twelve bit digital data obtained by the camera is ported out of the 68030 via a digital-
to-analog converter card at 60 Hz sampling frequency. The camera's resolution is 
nominally at the sub-pixel level on the order of I120lh of a pixel which leads to a camera 
accuracy of approximately 0.5 mm. 
The VisionServer system was calibrated using standard remote control LEDs. The 
LEDs used for the experiment are much more efficient and have better luminance 
properties. Thus, the system is not optimally calibrated resulting in a lower accuracy of 
0.5 mm instead of the advertised 0.1 mm that the system can produce with an optimal 
calibration. 
The major drawback with the experimental setup is the fact that the signal must 
travel out of the HK V3D board through the VIA converter along a fifteen foot single-
ended cable through an NO converter into the real time comroller, the AC-lOO. Neither 
of the converter cards have pre-alia~ing filters, thus a fair amount of noise is present in the 
signal This fact was taken into account when designing the optimal Kalman observer 
The arm structure has nine LEOs mounted in triplets at the base, elbow, and tip of 
the flexible structure. Three LEOs make up a body and the VisionServer can output a 
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body's x,y, and €I values in addition to their rates of change. For a point larget, a single 
LED is used and the syst~m <.:an output x and y Lran~Jalional data only. 
Por this experiment, the hase, elhow, and tip are the three bodies used by the 
l/isioliServer system. Translational and rotational data for each body is output to the AC· 
100 via rhe D/A !VD link. The information necessary for this experiment ~ppljcs to lh~ 
elho;v and tip of the slruclUft." as the base is fixed to lflt' table Appendix A has the 
software files necess~ly to configure the system for this experiment. 
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IX. EXPERIMEl'iTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 
A. BIAS REMOVAL AND COORDII\A TF. TRANSFORMATIO:-l" 
The first part of the experimental procedure is to remove the hia~ from all ~nsor 
inputs and perform a coordinate transformation from the global table coordinate system to 
the local arm coordinate system 
Bias removal is performed by Laking a fifteen sc<.:Ond running average of each 
sensor input and latching the mean value. The mean value is then subtracted out in all 
suhsequent o:.:akulatiollS during expcrimentMion. Figures 9.1 and 9.2 are the System Build 
block diagrams for this procedure 
The next -',Iep is to perform a ~'oordinate Lransfonnation from global coordinates to 
local coordinates Tile Vi.l'ionServer cwncm system measures all objects in the global 
frame of reference In order to transform the global coordinates to local coordinates the 
rotation angle must be determint:d. The angle is taken as ti,e latcJ,oo value of each body's 
rotalional bias from the measurc_bias block. This rotates the coordinate system to align 
with the ann's initial coordinate system and the expcrimcnlthen begins from rest values 
The combination of both of these processes enables each experimental rlln \0 start 
from zero, which in turn keeps lhe outputs for the VisionServer within the required ±1O 
volts and enahles the measurement of small displacements and rotations to be lined above 
the noise floor. 
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Hgure 'U. Measurement or Sensor Bias Block Diagram 
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Figure 9.2. Preliminary Rlock Diagram for Experimental Datu Collection 
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B. HLTERING 
Following the coordinatc transformation, the signals are passed through a sccond-
order low pass filter (LPf) to eli minate noise and high frequency components. The value 
for the cutoff frequcncy was determined to be 2 Hz; . Any higher cutoff frequency resul ted 
in large amount s of noise getti ng into the sy~ tem. The discrete second-order infinite 
impulse response fil ter (IIR) state-space equation is given as foll ows 
IY'·' \0[1.823 -o.B37]1 Y'I)o.o04lx" 1>"1 I 0 ly .. , 1 0 
Yn "" [3.823 O.l 63-J : " \+ [0.OO4 1Xn It)." 
(9. 1) 
with Xn bei ng the in put and Yn being the output of the discrete fi lter. Using a second-
onli: r low-pass fi lter minimized the llssociated time delily that accompanies such devices. 
Since the maximum frequency we are interested in is 0.87 Hz, the time delay is negligible 
as compared to the sampling frequency of 100 H~ 
C. INITIAL CO:'-lDJTION RF...5PONSE 
The ini tial condit ion is created by the pie7.oceramic actuators themselves. The 
actuators are excited for twO types of responses, single-mode and multiple-mode 
responses. Figure 9.3 ill us trates the experimental setup for the init ial condition block 
The two frequencies used arc the first and second harmon ic frequencies_ The logic blocks 




Figure 9.3. Initial Condition Cont rol Rlock Diagram 
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The main desire for the initial condition systcm is reprodudbility. Figure 9.4 is a 
illustration of two test runs plotted on top of each other. The error between the two 
subsequent open-loop tests is experimentally determined to be 2.7%. The absolute value 
of the difference between the two runs was determined and then averaged to give the 
nominal error. 
Figure 9.4. Reproducibility Error Test 
D. ESTIi\:lATOR VERIFICATION 
Next. we must verify that the estimator derived from [Ref lJ is effective in the 
reat-timo:. impkmentation. The ~ystcm is excited as per the initial condition block and then 
the outputs are compared. Providing the states are being estimated properly. this would 
indicate that the LQG controller shnuld be effective. Ollce the estimator is verified lhe 
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next phase is the controller testing phase. Figures 9.5 and 9.6 show the filtered sensur 
outputs, tip displacement and rotation, from the VisiollSaver sensor plotted with their 
est imated values 
K 0 .5 
, 
~ 0 
" ~-0 .5 
Tip Displacement and Estimate 
\ . \ I I V IJ 
-2 . 50~~~~~~~~~1~O~-'c-~~~1',-6~~­
time (seconds) 
Figure 9.5. Tip Displacement (-) and Estimate ( ... .... ) 
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Tip Rotation and Estimate 
o \1, All 
::: III '\ I ) \ I 
L of ~ 
::: - ~--~--:---cc-----:c-----"c--"c-~~ 
o 2 4 6 10 
time (seconds) 
Figure 9.6. Tip Rotation (-) lmd Estimate ( .. .... . ) 
From the plots it can be seen that the estimator not only estimates the states well. 
but smoothes out tile response as well. 
E. CONTROLLER TESTING AND EVALUATION 
There are two control types to bc tcstcd and compared: the LQG controller from 
[Rcf. I] and a Posit ivc Position Fccdback (PPF) coupled wi th velocity feedback. 
Onc of the first methods employed to damp the fl exible appendage is positive 
posit ion feedback (PPF). In order 10 implement this control Jaw on the FSS, it is modeled 
as a second order system: 
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c" is the actU(ltor applied voltage 
e, S the sensor sensed voltage 
1;., is the (lctU(ltor damping ratio 
w" is the actuator frequency 
k is the ,Ktuator gain 
(9.2) 
By setting the actuator frequency equal to the structure fundamental frequency, a 
90° phase shift is attained in the region where Ill" l(ol"~ == 1 . Figure 9.7 illustrates that 
the cffect of this type of compensation is an active damping region in the arca of 
W, Iw., = 1 with active stiffness for freque ncies above Ihis region and a<.:tive Ikxibility in 
the frcquencies below this region. Thus it is important to set the actuator freq uency at the 
fundamental structural frequency to avoid an increase in flexible mode strengtb for lower 
frequen<.:ies. 
Figure 9.7. Posith'e Position ('ecdback Control Theory 
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Since the PPF controller is effective only for the controller freq uency, it is useful to 
augment PPP with anothcr form of feedback control. Velocity, or derivative, feedback is 
a simple and cffcctive form of feedback controL The use of velocity feedhack increases 
the effectiveness of the PPP controller by adding damping for all frequencies. 
(9.3) 
Figures 9.8 and 9.9 are the experimental results from testing the PPF/Velocity 
controller using the piezoccramic sensors as the source for the actuator. Thc targeted 
mode is the fu ndamental frequency, 0.288 Hz. Thc PPF gain is 4 and the Velocity gain is 
0.4 . 
Figure 9.8. PPIi Cunh"ol for Single-:\·lode Response, Tip Displacement 
Damped (-) and Undamped (- ..... . ) 
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Elbow Di~placemant ',ilh PPFN~I Cont,ol11s! Moda) 
-'o~ -c----c--Cc----c"--c,,~~,,~-cc-~~--cc~ 
lim<l(SN:onds) 
Figure 9.9. PPF Control for Single-Mode Response, Elhow Dispiacemli'llt 
Damped (-) and Undamped ( ..... ) 
It is evident that the response is well damped, yet thl: actuators have only low control 
authority over til!: fundamental mode which results in all increased settling time for the 
~yslem. 
Figures 9.10 and 9.11. ~how tfJ~ PPFNdocily r~sp<.ln~~ to a mul ti-mode 
dislllrbance, the targeted modes arc the fundamental and second harmonic, 0.917 Hz. The 
actuators damp Ollt the hig\l('.r modes quickly but again arc limited in control authority 
over the fundamental mode. the gains are the same as those in the single mode. 
6S 
Figure 9.10 PPF Control for Multi-Mode Response, Tip Displacement 
Damped (-) and Undamped ( ....... ) 
Figure 9.11 PPF Control for Multi·Mode Response, Tip Rotation 
Damped (-) and Undamped ( .. .. . 
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Neill, it is desirable to compare th~ piezoccram h.: sensors performance wi th the 
VisionSu"l'rI" camera systel! l performance. The two displacement inputs (tip and e lbow) 
are connected to the PPFlVclocity feedback controller and figu res 9.12 and 9.1 3 show the 
result. 
Elbow Displacement wi:h PPFNel Con trol (VisionServer Only) 
-'O~~-~-7----C8C--'~O-~-Cc-----:C---:C-----C 
time (scconds) 
Figure 9.12. PPF Control for Single-Moot' Response, Vis ionSerwr Input Only 
Dampt'd (- ) and Undamped ( ... , .. . ) 
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Tip Displacement with PPFNel Control (VisionServer Only) 
10 
time (seconds) 
Figure 9.13. Tip PPF Control for Multi·Mode Response, VisionServer Input Only 
Damped (- ) and Undamped ( . ...... ) 
The control with the Visio"Server inputs is not as robust as thaI with the 
piezoccramic sensor inputs. This is due to the fact that the raw Visio"Server inputs arc 
very noisy and after filtering, lose some of their gain. This leads to smaller inputs from the 
sensors thus less control authority. 
The final procedure will bc to test the LQG controller and compare the results with 
the PPPNelocity Feedback values. The LQG wnLIollcr is dcsigned for all the sensors 
inputs to be available for processi ng. The LQG wnlroller ea.n be expected 10 be more 
sensitive to parameter variations since the assumptions. such as Gaussian noise, in its 
design [Ref. I ) do not hold true in real-time. The results given by the estimator indicate 
that the controller should work, bul might not be as robust as designed. Figures 9.14 and 





Tip Displacement with LOG Controller (tst_Mod_'~) _~_---, 
-'OL--~~--C---:---'":-O---'l::-2--C-C---:-::---:C----:'20 
time (seconds) 
Figure 9.14. LQG COfItroJ for Single-Mode Response, Tip Displacement 




LOG Tip Displacemenllar Single-made_D·~lstU_'b_'~~'_~ __ 
8 10 14 16 18 20 
lime (seconds) 
Figure 9.15. r ,QG Control for Multi-Mode Response, Tip Di.splaeement 
Damped ( -) and Undamped ( ....... ) 
A~ indicated. the response is satisfactory, but not optimal. The PPFNclocity 
controller is comparabk if not bett~r in singl~-mode disturbance rejection. Th~ LQG 
controller is still an effective control scheme, but more so in multi-mode control scheme. 
The LQG controller can be better optimized llsing advanced design techniqlles sllch as 
Loop Transfer Recovery to recover lost robustness and attempt to regain as much control 
authority as possible. 
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F. DAMPIl'IG SUMMARY 
Table 9.1 shows the damping rat ios as detennincd by the log decrement method 
(Eqn . 7.4) from the experimental results. These resul ts indicate a significant incrcas(.". in 
damping by both control schemes with the PPflVeJocilY behaving slighlly better than the 
LQG controller. Employing Loop Transfer Recovery might add to the performance of the 
optimal controller. 
I I No Control LQG PP}'/Velocity 




0.004 0.0678 0.0701 I 
lable 9.1. Dampmg RatIOS for LQG and PPFIVelocily Feedback Cont.-ol 
7 1 
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X. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. SUl\'IMARY 
This thesis presents the experimental verification of an optimal controller for a 
flexible structure model and experiment using Linear Quadratic Gaussian techniques with 
piezoceramic actuators and sensors and an optical VisiunServer camera sensor system. 
The LQG d(~sign w,,~ ;m effect ive controller for the flexible slruclun: as was the 
PPFIVc1 0cily feedback controller Ooth systems requ ired a low pass filter in the loop to 
reject high frequency noise 
B. COI\CLUSIOI\S 
rhe LQG controlle r design from [Ref. I J was implemented and compared with a 
PPFfVclocity feedback controller. The LQG controller mel design spcciticatiolls but was 
not as robu~t il~ the simulation results predicted [Ref. lj. The PPFlVclocity controller 
was V~[)' effective with single-mode disturbancc rejection and showed limited capability 
for mulli "ITHxle el<citations. Thc LQG controller was effectivc in damping al l excitat ions 
bul not as effective as the PPFNeJocity controller with singlc-mode control. The 
response of the system is limitcd by the fact tha t the aCluator~ have low control authority . 
This is a faclOr in all controllcr impl~mentations. 
Thc stotc estimator is an addition to the systcm, it performs satisfactorily in 
estimating the states, and it smoolhes out the VisionServer inputs. 
Ih~ VisiollSen'er b connected to the controller through two unfilter~d digital-
analog devices which leads to an extr:lOrdinary amount of noise. The raw data input from 
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the VisionServer ~ystem is unusable for control applications without a filter or estimator in 
the loop. The single-ended connections add to the noise problem, a differential connection 
scheme would minimize noise input to the system through common-mode reject ion . 
In the simulatioo results, the damping was increased to 12% [Ref. 1], for the 
experimental results damping was detennined to be on the order of 4% for the 
fundamental mode, and 7% for the second mode. The differeI1l:es in the results can be 
attributed 10 the estimator performanec in real -time. 
C. RECOMMEl"DATIONS 
For the controller, the next step is to optimize the LQG design by using advanced 
design techniques such as Loop Transfer Recovery and Il -analysis to maximile the 
robustness. Optimal H~ control techniqucs may also prove advantageous for this type of 
structural control application. 
For spacecraft implementation, it is desirable to float the entire FSS and obscrve 
the interaction between the attitude controller and the flexible structure controller durirJg 
slew maneuvering. Isolating the appendage tip from inherent SP<lCec raft vibrations is an 
ilrea of great interest and is a good follow -on to this work as well. 
The VisiollServcr system needs to be connected to the controller by differentiill 
connections in order to minimize the noise introduced into the system. The VisionServtT 
system software can be modified to measure in local coordinates rather thiln the global 
coordinates ami thus give a greater dYrJamic ra nge to the sensor. 
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VISIOKSERVER SETUP AND SOFTWARE 
Thc sctup for the VisionServer system is as follows: 
I . Ensure: the Internct cables are connccted betwccn the target machine (wfft) and the 
host machine (voyager). Also ensure the serial connection between the two arc 
connected in ca~e that venue is to be IIsed. 
2. Turn on win. this should ~uffice and thc system should come up and hoot 
automatically. If there is a problem, check that \\-1Tt has rsh (remote shell login 
capability) access to voyager. This can be verified with the system administrator. If 
that is not the prob!cm. access the boor procedure via the serial connection (kcrmit). 
The documentation for the boot proccdure is contained in the VxWorh Reference 
Guide. 
3. The sy~tem should now be up and nll1ning. Providcd the D/A hookup is connected 
and LEDs are visible 10 the camera, data should be streaming out the port. We can 
now access the ConlrolSheli and the StethoScope applications. 
4. StethoScope: 
The host computer must be a Sun and running Open Windows Type sco{N! wfft & 
and a control window should appear on the screen. A status line in the box will let 
you know that the system is connected to win. For help on this application, click on 
the Help ... icon and an index of man pages will be brought lip To get a Plot 
window, click on the Vicw icon and a plot window will be brought up as well. '''ithin 
the plot window, right-clicking on the Signals arrow will allow you to choose which 
signals you want to observe. The data from the signals is near real-time and can be 
copied to a MATRIX;.: format or Matlab format for further analysis The help pages 
have the proccdurc for capturing data. 
:<; Contra/Shell: 
To access the Contro/Sheil, from a xtcrm window , type rlogin wfft, the prompt 
should be 
VxWorks (VisionServer).> 
Enter the command cs and the prompt will show 
ControlShe11 -> 
You are now in the Crmtra/Shell application. Hit the Enter key and the menu will 
pop up for you .. The primary app!ets you will be concerned with are the 
PoilitGrabbcr, vision, bodymanager, and scope. 
rhe PointGrahhcr contains two major commands: a2d and threshold. The 
nominal values fo r these are 78 and 180, respectively. By varying these values, the 
threshold level for the amount of light (IR) and the ma;.:imum lcvcl of light to saturate 
the conversion can he optimized. The rule of thumb is to have at least J(){) un its 
separation and as high a value for the a2d as possible (255 max, recommend no highcr 
than 220) . 
fhe ,'ision topic allows user control of the tracked targets. To lose all targets 
enter "L (vision Lose), to load all targets '''I -1 II II (vision load all no velocities no 
metric units) and to display the targds on the terminal vd (vision display). 
The bodymunagcr allow you to maintain the tracking options for bodies_ The topic 
of importance is the tole ra nce. This commaud enables the user to selthc minimum 
tolerance between two targe ts for identify ing bodies. If a target fall s out of th is range, 
it is assumed to be a separate point target 
The scope option allows one to clear off the scope Signals board. By using the 
scU (scope Unload) and point commands, the bodies will be the only signals tracker!. 
Setup Files 
The followi ng setup files are read in by the V isionServer system upon initia li zation: 
/I NPGS M:lOpf, le. 
, 
/I This setup til e cau,«" 'hc vision syste m 10 It:porl tile location of bodies 
/I de fined in Me/npgulfe to he Qulp u llO the DIA 
, 
II modifical ionhiQory 
# -----






menu read set"p_vision 
###~###~~~#########~##/I~/I############/I~/I/lIt#/lH#####H 







menu read selo r .de~~rilJe 
#~~~Ii~#/I##~##P~##/I## ~.##~~U#II##~#pN#~#############~ 






#Sel up thcvis ionsystcm(sholi idbe thesame as pgrat>ber/setup) 
vision rate 1 
vision Lose 
f'ramexecutcgo 
Poin tGrat>he r interrnptEnahle 
. 
#lIjjIlM##wlI #lI#nn##########II##lIlIwII#IIII#lInll###II#lI it######!I 
PointGrahher th reshold078 
PointGrahOcr a2d 0 I RO 
PoimGrahl.lt'r PixelScparat ion2.27 
II 6Hz oh'<Crve r 
Qx O.5872 16. 1893 
0yO.5872 16.1 893 
010,5872 16,1893 
Note: You ca n ,~l all CuntrolS hel 1 command, you 
want inlh isfiic 
II SlOP VisionSe rve r ~copc sampling (cuz Ihe conlroller will do il ) 
li,1 di~ah le Frame 50()cX1OO 
, 




















This file is where you define you bodies and points. 
/I npgs.dfc I-dala fl owsyslerndestriplion 
, 
/I modification history 
. ~~ 
1# TestOhjecI,05OCI92,sas Wr;l(cn 





/I Base, OOdy al fl e ~ihk arm/rigid txxly in1crfac~ 
CSMat: BasePos 3 
y m 
Ihela rad 
CSMat: 1)a,~Vel 3 
mise/' 0 
y ",I!;ec 0 
theta rad/sec 0 
CSMat Ba,cD~laAgc I 
samplc,O 
Vis ionBrxly: Sa,c Ba,cPo-< BaseVcl lJaseDalaAgc Sample 
" El how, l>o<Iy at flexih lc arm dhow 
CS Mal : ElhowPos 3 
y m 
Ihcl~ rad 
y m/sc~ 0 
theW radlsc~ 0 
CSMal: EltJowOalaAgc I 
sa IHI'ics 0 
VisionHody: Elhow El hi>wP()~ ElhowVcl ElhowDataAge Sample 
8i 




y mlsec 0 
lheta rad/sec 0 
CSMal: TipDalaAge I 
samples 0 
VisionBody: Tip TipPos TipVeI TipDa{aAge Sample 




II The gnins are in hils/meIer. Sioce lhere are 4096 bils in 20 volls, 
II 2~.8 is 1 volt per meIer Differenl g~ins m~y I>e desired for 
II vciocil ies,elc. Changc{hcmhcrc 
, 
CSMal: Body D2AGains 3 
CSMat: BodyD2AOffsciS 3 
hilS 0 
Y hilS 0 
lheta hilS 0 
CSMal: ElhowD2AOffse{s 3 
-1 1,169 
Y ·6779 
lhela bils 0 
CSMa\: TipD2AOffsel .~ 3 
hils -4670 
y . tRI~6 
lhela hil' 0 
CSMar BaseD2AGain.~ 1 
Ihela t->ilslm 








NOle: Specir,c for lhis lhesis, this is 
thcoffscttominimizclhereslposilion 
OUlpulonlheDIA 
/I Instance the D2A dr i,'crs. Each malri\CJn beoonplll ;ndi~jdually . 
, 
# De.\nihe tne ohjec ls 
, 
# Des~rirlion, of Ix>di~~ hav~ [he form 
, 
~ body descri,,,, 
/I <name> 






















They provide a good reference for Olher 
There are .,!so reference manuals for the system contained at the laboratory". 
The points of contact for the VisiollSaver system are: 
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2.7043e+OOO 8,1490e-002 1 .93 56~-OO2 1.12248-002 I 
2. 1 h2ge+002 4.0357c·00 1 2.5826<:-001 -2.5936e ·00 1 
7.9965e+000 2.5M7e-001 T.99%e-002 '~5,)67I c+OO2 
-2.367He+OOO -2.9 142dlOl 
l.()I)4()e-OOO 2. I hS6c-002 J.9756e-002 -1.1 246e-002 
6.4553c+000 1 .7 1 55~+OO1 -).2682c+000 
-1.8731!.:+OOI -2.7654c-OOI 
1.5582e+OO5 1.3637e+OOJ 2.9535,,+00 1 
-6.6973e+OOO 
- 1.5089c+OOJ 2.61 14e+OOO 
2.02 1 4~+004 -5. 1 969c+002 8.1755c+OO I -1.8505e+OO I 





C IOhservation Malr;",) Ilx24 
( umns r~O~.b 
0 I.0918e+OO4 Q _1.093S,,+004 0 0 
Q 0 0 0 0 Q 
0 0 0 0 , 0 
" 
Q 0 0 0 ., 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
C Columns 7 lhroll·h 12: 
0 0 
" 
0 0 0 
0 1.0938,, +·1)(}4 0 -1.0938c+OO4 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
" 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 , 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
Oumns 13 thl"(lu'h 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
" 
0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 
m +0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 " 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 0 
" 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 () 0 0 
.Q 0 0 0 0 0 o 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 o 10 l<Ll'LL!!... .!L. 
D (hedthrouch Matrix) 2x6 
FINITE ELEI\'fENT MODEL MATLAB CODE 
%%Fi nile EleMent M(), l ~l ProbraM for the FSS 
%% 
%%This prograM charaClerileS the FSS f1 c~ibl e appcooage 
%%LCDR Bill Harrington, USN Octoher 1995 
%% 
%%Thc n cxible appcndagc is to be Modeled as a 6 cleMent FEM with 
%%piczoccraMic aCllIators located on eleMents I a oo 4. and piezoccraMic 
%%sensors loca lcd on cleMenlS 2 and 5. The elbow and lip wi ll he trcaled as 
%%ri bid hody Masscs 
%% 
%% 
for mat shor\ C 
global A B C D 
%%st ruc!tJral propcrt ics 
height=O.0254 ; 
rho=2800: 
e I Mas,=r ho ' hei g h t ~ l h icKncs,: 
cllnertia=I/1 2" th ic Kness A) *heighl: 
E=72e9; 
%%CoMpute e!e Menl.,1 sliffn cs~ and Mass Matrices 
Kc leMenlo;()*"nes(4,4 *nuMe lcMenls); 






%%Mc:><l u l u~ ofclasl ici ly 
McieMcnt(: ,4' i-):4 ' i)=e IMass" h(i)/420" r 156 22*h(;) 54 . I ) *h(i); .. , 
n *h(i ) 4 *h(i)A21)*h(i) ,3*h(i)A2;5413*h(i) I56 -n *h(i); .. , 
89 
- IYh( i) - 3*h{iY2 -22·h(i )4 · h{ i )~2 1; 
%%COll strucl global Mass and sl iffness Matrices 
%%Clean up 
c leJrcl il1crti a; 
%%Fix for fi xed "OIwdry condition (row,co luMn>; 1&2 =0) 
clenr KeleMent MeleMcnt; 
%%Now add dbow ~nd ti p ."l asses 
Meloow=O.40823; 
M(S.5)=M(5,5)+Me lbow+MhcJ)'12+Mtip; 
!'.·j(II , I I)=M( I I . ll)+Mti p; 
clear ,,"l roim MdtJow Mtip ipoin t MheaM2; 
%%Odinc the piezo Jctumor ~ nJ ,cnSor t:kMems 
Ka=Kpiew/h(I)*[ 12/h(ljA2 6Ih(I) -121h(ljA2 6/h( I); ... 
61h(l) 4-61h(l) 2: -121h(I)"2 -61h(1) 121h(I)"2 -&h(1);. 
61h(I)2-61h(I) 4); 
Ks=Kpiczolh(2)·[ll/h(2)"261h(2) ·121h(2)"26/h(2): .. 
61h(2)4-6/11(2 ) 2: · 12111(2)"2 -6111(2) 12Ih(2)"2 -61h(2): 
61 h(2) 2 -6/11(2)4 ] : 
Mp=rhop'wp'tp : %%Massllengthpiezo 
Ma=Mp*h(I)/420*[ 156 22'11(1) 54 - 1)' h(I):n ' h(I)1<h(IY2 13'h(1) _) ·11(1)"2: . 
541)'11(1) 156 -22'h( I ): -13'h(I)-) 'h(I)"2 -22 ' h(1) 4*],( I)"2); 
Ms=Mp' h(1)/420'[IS6 22 ' h(2) 54 -13 '11(2):22*h(2) 4 ' h(2)"2 13'h(2) -3' h(2)"2: ... 
54 1)· h(2) 156-n*h(2); -13"h(2)-3 ' h(2 )"2 ·22*h(2) 4'h(2),,2]: 
%%Add Ihe piao .:IeMe nl Mass and Sliffness Malrices 10 Ihe sltUClure 
K(I:2.1:21= K( I:1.1:2)+2*Ka(3:4.3:4) ; 
K(l :4 ,1 :4)=K(I :4. 1:4)+2'Ks; 
K(6:8.6 8)=K(6:R.&8 )+2 • Ka(2:4 ,2:4); 
K(7: 1 0,1: lO)=K(7: 10,7: 10)+2- Ks: 
clear Ks Ka Ms Ma Kpino: 
%%Solve for na lural fre qu~rn:ic~ and Mode sh ape~ 
%%COn~l rUtl Ihc a,h.c. and d Mal riccs for .';I ale-space forM 






%%Con~t ruc t transformation mat r i~ from modal to phy,ical coordinates. 
PPhU nv =inv(PPhi ); 
%%lnscrt natura ] st ruc tural da mpi ng. 0 .5% for f]rs tlWO modes Ihen 20% for reSt 
%%Timc WClor, 1 
1=0:0.01 :30: 
disp('lnitialization of var ia h]", complete for two beam analysis. (FElvl3) ') 
APPENI)!X C 
ANALYTICAL MODEL i\JODESHAPES 
.::[MO'''~~~ ~:DMOd~' r "qq~ 
0 ' '~'~J 
0 6 -0.6 ( I 
080 (),2 0.4 06 D,S .(l,BO 0 2 OA 0 6 0.8 
CODM""" Fm'"""'1'451<H, o.,uMOd" F" ,"""',01028rl, o -~ 0 0.2 -0.2 
-04 -0 ,4 
:: 1):: 
o 0.2 0, 4 0.6 0,8 0 0.2 0.4 06 0,8 
~:F-1'1 ~F1 
o 0.2 04 0.0 0.8 0 0.2 OA 0.0 0.6 
o'rM"'" F,"q""'~OF]1393H' 
:: V "1 
<6 ~ 
-080 () 2 04 0,6 0.8 
i;F'~Y! jf' "-'--,~ 
o 02 05 0 fl 0 n 2 O,A 0.6 Of! 
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